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This wind project must not happen. I am against it because:
My financial and physical life will be ruined by this project and I will not have any
compensation for it.
20 years ago I invested everything I had to buy this property, anticipating retirement and
living out my old age in Miller Valley. My quality of life was insured by moving to these
mountains to enjoy the peace and quiet of nature, and the serenity of the 7 layer mountain
view. If this project continues, all my long term home investments will be greatly
diminished. Directly outside of my only living area windows, will be a straight view out onto
a line of 586 foot tall wind generators. The height of these towers and propellers will be 3
times the depth of our valley! And, they will be anchored on top of the ridge of hills,
obscuring most of our sky view. In addition, they will always be turning, generation a
perpetual motion and blinking light that will always be demanding attention. The visual
motion of activity will mesmerize and distract attempts to relax or have quiet thought
enjoyment, the main reason I'm living out here away, in these mountains.. The constant low
frequency sound permeates the house walls causing conscious and sub conscience stress
resulting in health threating anxiety.
This windmill project will further reduce the value of my house and land because I got a
reverse mortgage on my home for financial reasons. The diminished property equity value and
this windmill project further reduces the value of my home. In addition, SDG&E has taken
part of my land, without compensation, and erected a 110 foot 12 wire transmission line
within 30 feet of my house, already reducing the value of my property such that I could never
afford to relocate; but I feel I may need to anticipate a move because my quality of life, the
absolute goal of all of us, would be compromised so strongly, that trying to achieve a
comfortable lifestyle would be impossible. The vibrating electrical wire sounds and the visual
and sound affects of these monstrous windmills would be beyond toleration.
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I moved out to Miller Valley because the loud, overcrowded, anxious city life was just not
for me. I live here because this was a quiet place where I could live with the happiness and
quiet contentment I always sought.
None of the people involved with this huge windmill project and it's incredible financial
gains will be living in the hell they would be creating. But I will. And I'll be forced to against
my will, anyone's nightmare.
Don't destroy my peace, my contentment, my home.
Ri Parrish
2805 Miller Valley Rd
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